Boycott In Full Swing
In Nuremberg Area

Nazi's Prevent Jews, Starving As Result of the Boycott, From Buying Bread

170 Jewish Inmates to Strike if Denied Passover Food
(Compliment of the J.D.B.)

Palestine Destroyed, 300—The wild anti-Semitic propaganda campaign now in full swing all over Austria has alarmed the Jews of that country and makes certain that they will spend an unhappy Passover. Dora Stimm, organ of the Austrian Zionists, declared today:

"The paper pointed out that the wave of anti-Semitic propaganda has been directed contrary to the assurances given by the Diobius regime that anti-Semitic measures were not contemplated by the Austrian government. Dora Stimm maintains that the (Continued on Page Twelve)

Services Monday For Otto H. Kahn
Will Be Held at Country Estate in the Afternoon—Ex-President Goldsmid to Address

Leading American personalities in the fields of music, art and science are expected to be present at the funeral services for Otto H. Kahn, International banker, music patron, and one of the arts, who died Thursday.

According to an announcement, from 10:30 to 12:30, and at the services on Monday afternoon, some of the persons expected to be present are: Hamilton Goldstine, violinist, and the orchestra of the Temple Emanu-El at 1:00, and the orchestra of the Temple in the evening.

The authorities prohibited the meeting on the ground that it might give rise to disorder.

Hilter's Test of Power Is Near, Washington Observers Believe

Officials Watch Keenly Developments in Reich, In Midst of Economic Crisis Trade Pact Being Considered, Is Talk

(Compliment of the J.D.B.)

WASHINGTON, March 30—Officials here believe the economic crisis that has gripped the United States is/watching with keen interest the developments in Germany under the Hitler regime. Ambassador William J. Donovan, who returned from Germany on his first visit here since he was named Ambassador to that country last summer, has caused considerable speculation in Washington as to just what is happening under the new regime. In the same time of Ambassador Donovan's visit here, German Ambassador Hans Luther has had several conferences at the State Department.

From Washington reports, Germany is in the midst of an economic crisis, more severe perhaps than any she has been in a social-justacket under the Nazi doctrine of forcing all Jews and others who cannot qualify under Chancellor Hitler's standards. Germany has tried to develop an intensive national feeling. This she has done with considerable success only in the direction of social and economic wholesome.

The other side of the story is that the policy of national

(Continued on Page Twelve)

Many Outbreaks Occur in Disregard of Hitler's Orders—Streicher Continues Agitation—Jews’ Shops Forced to Display Anti-Semitic Cross

Polish Jews Protest Against Visa Refusals

Zionist Leaders Visit British Consul—Non-Jews Receive Visas

(Compliment of the J.D.B.)

WARSHAW, March 30—A delegation of Polish Zionist leaders to day visited the British Consul in Warsaw to protest against the action of the Consul in refusing to issue visas to Polish Jews for Palestine, even though they had deposited the required £10 bond with the British Consulate.

Although the same time the Consul refused Jewish tourists visas, he issued visas to all Polish Christian tourists on their way to America.

The British government is apparently of the opinion that Jewish tourists will remain in Palestine and that the deposits will be refunded.

Wingate Reserves Decision on Will

Desires More Testimony in Chinese Case by Talk

Adolph Pfield, attorney, for Meyer Simon and Simon's Lasaonin, of Jules, who are contesting the will of their uncle, late Meyer Chinoy, Hebrew book publisher, who died in 1932, has practically his entire estate of $25,000 left to the Israel Zion Hospital in Brooklyn, on Friday made a notice asking Surrogate George K. Win- gate in Brooklyn to refuse to ad- mit the will to probate.

Carl Sherman, attorney for the proponents of the will, contested his case Friday.

After the matter of Mr. Pfield's objection, the will was ruled on.

(Continued on Page Twelve)
Nazis Suffer From Inferiority Complex, Holds Dr. Paul Radin

Northern Races Last to Be Civilized—Russians, Americans and Jews Leading in Coming Struggle for Power, He Writes in 'The Racial Myth'

Nazi claims of "Aryan" superiority over other races is an inferiority complex, Paul Radin, professor of anthropology at the University of Chicago, said in an advance copy of his new book, "The Racial Myth," which will be published later this month by Whit- ley House.

Dr. Radin holds that the North-
ern races, especially the Russians, are ready to be civilized, invented the legend of Aryan superiority as an excuse to delay their shortcomings. The California scholar's thesis is that it is not the weaker races who have always been known for their middle-of-the-road sanity, but the stronger races who have been known for them.

The claims of some German writers that Dante, Voltaire and other heroes of the Western world are Aryan are bolstered by the fact that the German origin are likewise bolstered by Dr. Radin, who endeavors to show that all the peoples of the earth had their share in the up-
building of Western culture.

Crime Determines Traits

The German characteristics are not German, French, English, etc., but simply inevitable aspects of the economy. The problem of establishing where these traits come from, Dr. Radin maintains. Certain characteristics and pro-
duction patterns, such as the biological topologies, will make the Russian and Jew and the Negro in the coming struggle for power.

The third Reich is on the verge of dissolution because of its Aryan characteristics, "the nations," writes Dr. Radin. "There is not a single one of its injunctions and precepts that is not palpably and
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Jewish Activities in the Metropolitan Area

Restaurant Div. Of Federation Will Hold 'Day'

B'klyn Members Asked to Contribute to Fd's $500,000 Drive

The Restaurant Division of the Brooklyn Federation of Jewish Charities will conduct a "Restaur-

ant Day" drive on Wednesday, April 30, in an endeavor to complete its quota of $10,000 in the Federation's 1924-25 twenty-sixth anniversary campaign, it was an-
nounced yesterday by Irving Mauer, chairman, following a meeting of campaign officials.

The two thousand and five re-

taurants in Brooklyn will be asked to contribute five per cent of the gross on that day toward the division's allotment in the drive. The division is being supported by the Brooklyn Federation Own-
ers' Association, Inc., and many independent restaurants.

Supreme Court Justice Mitchell Moss, president of the Federation; County Judge Albert J. Moya, chairman of the $200,000 cam-
paign committee of the division; Solomon H. Duberstein, director of the Trade and Member-

ship Council, the Federation's membership department, and many other prominent re-


taurants were in attendance.

HIAS Reunites

Mother and Son

After 26 Years

Finds Missing Parent in Vienna Working as Dressmaker

The story of a son who could not remember ever having seen his mother at last found her in the service of Harry B. Haines, a big dress-

making establishment in New York. The son, Yehuda Klein, 26, of 118 West Eighty-

eighth Street, has located his mother, Yeliz Klein, in Vienna.

Mrs. Klein came to America thirty years ago and was married here. She has been in Austria about three years and was married in that country last year, and in the same month Mrs. Klein was deported because she was not a citizen and immigration authorities asserted, man-
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German and Austrian War Vets Support Counter Boycott Plan

By HERB KRUCKMAN

German Agency Forming Palestine Water Company

(J.T.A. Special Correspondent)

JERUSALEM, March 14.—A Palestinian water supply company, with a capital of $50,000, is being formed here under the aegis of the Jewish Agency Executive in the object of providing rural water installations.

It will be operated on a commercial basis, and though experts of the executive's agricultural colonization department will supervise its work, it will have no budgetary connection with the Agency, but limits specially-vested funds.

Ocel Leaves for European Tour

(J.T.A. Special Correspondent)

TIB, April 14.—Ocel, the Palestine Labor Federation's theatre guild, left for a European tour and will play in different continental centers for three months. A repertoire is being prepared which will consist mainly of blood plays, including Jacob and Rachel, Jerusaleh, and the Book of Esther, as well as a number of other plays.

Jew Will Rekindle Light of Civilization; Asserts Rosenbloom

(Special to the J.D.B.)

PATRONS, N.J., March 20.—Although the curtain is now descending upon the first act of a great tragedy in Germany, "the blighting light of civilization" in the end will be rekindled and held aloft by a Jew, declared Dr. William Rosenblum, editor of the Temple Israel, New York, in an address before the Zionist Service Club.

Predicting his address upon the current play, "The Blighthed Lamp," Rabbi Rosenblum pointed out that down through the ages the Jew has always been a leading actor in the drama of life. "There is the danger," he said, "that the Jew, regarding himself as a 'faring of destiny,' will accept contentiously in the belief that destiny will take care of him."

Rabbi Rosenblum advised that Jews be not only strong in their fight for the preservation of justice and Zionism but "that we can do this without resort to 'colored alibis' or 'nightgowns.'"

Home Announces Memorial Services For Mrs. Aronson

NEWARK, N.J., March 20.—The first of what is expected to be a series of Commonwealth memorial services for the late Mrs. Louis V. Aronson was announced today by Mr. Henry G. Zaca, president of the Daughters of Israel. Service for the Agel, during which the Hymn will be sung, the memorial service in April, at a date as yet undetermined.

Mrs. Aronson for many years was a member of the Hymn to the 150 members, and women whom it houses, paying periodic visits and co-operating in the annual charitability ball as well as to showers and benefit bridge parries. Mrs. Zaca said that steps will be taken to perpetuate her memory by having a memorial dormitory in the name of Gertrude D. Aronson.

"All the news concerning Jew's death will be published in the daily newspaper..."

Last Minute PASSOVER NEWS

For your greater enjoyment during the joyous Holidays, Heyman's recommends:

SLIVOVITZ.

GOLDBERG'S BRANDY.

GOLDBERG'S WINES.

PORT MUSCATEL.

TOKAY MALAGA.

RICHON'S IMPORTED PALESTINE WINES.

PORT SHERRY MALAGA.

TOKAY MUSCATEL.

RICHON'S SAMORODIN.

We carry the finest line of Imported and Domestic Ports, Sherrys and Champagnes. Delicious Imported Cognacs.
Welfare Fed.'n Asks Agencies As Affiliates

Recommend National and International Groups to Join

(11:20 Social Correspondence) Directing to the 19th and
bodes of the Jewish Wel-

Social Service Commission,

the board of the Federation at a

meeting that local, national and

International organizations should be

included in the 1934 Allied

Jewish Campaign.

"We recommend that the 1934

Allied Jewish campaign include

the following organizations: Mrs.

Joseph H. Hirsch, chairman of

The Jewish Employment

Emancipation Commission of the

Council of the Jewish Social

Service Commission of-the

B’nai B’rith Free Loan Association,

Hebrew Ladies’ Hebrew Community

Center, Jewish Old Folks Home,

Hospitalization Fund of the New

York Hebrew Association, and the

United Hebrew Schools.

"In all its deliberations, the

Budget Committee must keep

clearly in mind the fact that last

years have been years in which

that faced us at home, the

national and international agencies

which Federation can count upon in

the past released from our own

community is the task. It is a
decisive factor in our decisions as

to the non-local agencies which

should and should not be included in our 1934

objectives.

"To the extent that we are

recommendating to the budget

committee of the Jewish Welfare

Federation the following national

organizations which we believe

should be included in our

forthcoming campaign:

American Jewish Committee.

Bureau of Jewish Social

Research.

Cleveland Jewish Orphan Homes

Kol Emeth’s Tuberculosis Home,

Denver.

Graduate School for Jewish So- 

cial Work.

Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society.

Hebrew University.

Hebrew Union College—

B’nai B’rith.

Jewish Welfare Board.

Leo N. Levi Memorial Hospital,

North Akron.

Miriam.

Mishmar Sheva.

Mishmar Sheba.

National Conference of Jewish

Welfare Federations.

National Demotion Bureau.

National Jewish Welfare Board.

The Jerusalem Times, Philadelphia,

sponsored by the Jewish Welfare

Board, will be included in our

campaign this year from May 27 to June 12.

Lecture Series for Portland

(Special to the J.D.B.)

PORTLAND, Ore., March 30—

The lecture series sponsored by the

Pioneer B’nai B’rith and the

Society of Conservation of Jewish

Culture of the Portland Congregation of

Jewish Women, which has been

announced, will be presented in a

feature program at 7:30 this

evening.

Jewish Will Goes to Work for

Jewish Causes

(11:20 Social Correspondence)

BUFFALO, N. Y., March 29—

Rabbi Reuben J. Magill, formerly

of Spokane, Wash., has been

appointed as the director of the

leadership of the congregation of

Temple Beth El on March 1, was

formally installed as Rabbi

before a congregation of 1,200

members and a large audience of

over 1,000 people.

Magill was installed at

Buffalo Temple Beth El

(formerly of Spokane,

Mass.—1,200 Witness

The Ceremony

C.J.E.W.

Chief Benevolent Director

Jewish People’s Alliance

SYRACUSE, N. Y., March 30—

"The Jews didn’t exactly

Christen," asserted

Rabbi George B. W. Beilenson,

General Director of the

Jewish People’s Alliance.

"But it didn’t stop them from

spreading their festivities today

in a service at here at St. Luke’s

Church of the Reformed Church in

America.

Emery Discusses Passover

Rabbi George B. W. Beilenson, who is

heard daily as the Mass.-1,200 Witness

station WNSR from 5:30 to 5:45

p.m., talked to a large audience in

discussed the meaning and pur

of the Seder on Passover Friday

night and talked about the

meaning of the plagues of Egypt.

"The Festival of Peace is a

kabala of the light," added

the rabbi, "and it is the great

festival of light.

L. I. Hadassah Will Hold

Passover Program Monday

(Special to the J.D.B.)

BOSTON, March 29—The Hadassah

Women’s Organization of Boston will

hold its annual passover program

at the Hotel Statler here April 1.

The speakers for the occasion

will be Mrs. Leonard Sobol of New

York City, and Rabbi Robert

B. Klatzko, of Temple Emanuel.

Brooklyn Zionist Drives for

Emancipation Drive

(Special to the J.D.B.)

BROOKLYN, March 30—

The Brooklyn Zionist Organization

will devote the next few months to

a membership campaign in order

to increase the membership

organization.

The president of the

organization, Rabbi Israel Goldstein,

announced that Albert B. Berman

will serve as chairman of the drive.

Jewish Inmates Will Observe

Pesach in Atlanta and Illinois

(Special to the J.D.B.)

ATLANTA, March 25—-Passover among

the Jewish inmates of the State
colony here will be observed on

more elaborately scale than ever

before.

Contrary to the usual custom,

the prison administration will

supply the Passover food for the forty

Jewish prisoners at the institution.

As a result the supply will

be more than doubled from 3,000 to 1,000

individual meals.

Heretofore the Jewish

prisoners themselves provided

the money with which to

purchase the Passover

requirements, but this year on

count of the largeness of the small

amount the government bought the

matzos and other necessary foods.

Rabbi David M. Monroe, prison

director at the colony, will preside.

He will be assisted by a

rabbinic committee

appointed by a Jewish chief who is

an inmate of the institution.

A small Federal religious

officer has also been invited to the

traditional service.

In addition to the two seders

taken place during the week Passover

Jewish prisoners will be

observed.

Horn of Plenty Ordeal

CHICAGO, March 29—Jewish

inmates of Illinois state hospitals,

foundations and penal institutions

will have meals for the first time in

their lives at the Messiah

Hospitals located in Springfield by

Governor Henry Horner. He arranged

for the Food and Administration

Service to take care of the

preparations in all the institutions

for the Jewish wards of the state.

"Governor Horner directed me
to make sure that all Jewish wards

should have a Passover service for

the whole week of Passover,"

Rabbi Horen said. "I have

advised the food and

administration of the each

institution to requisition the amount

required, and the supplies will be

available to time for observance of

the holiness of the day."
Washington in Review
BY NATHAN KOENIG

Representative Samuel Dickstein's resolution for a sweeping congressionally controlled bill to equalize the activities in the United States, which was adopted by the house a little more than a week ago, is now being taken more seriously by a larger number of congressmen. This is largely due to the increasing charges by Dr. William Wirt of Cary, Ind., that there is a conspiracy afoot to overthrow the existing form of government.

Eccentric and frugal as Dr. Wirt's charges appear, the basic fact is that the nation is becoming "propaganda-conscious." The old reactionaries on Capitol Hill are just now beginning to feel their attention toward the so-called "brain-trusters," when in reality, according to Representative Dickstein, source of propaganda subversion to our form of government.

The representative from New York is convinced, from his preliminary investigations, that this subversive propaganda is being sponsored from abroad and is not something that is being cooked up on the inside. Dickstein intends to prove this through the pending investigation authorized by the house.

Alleged Nazi Link
Representative Alfred L. Bul- winkle of North Carolina, who incidentally is getting his resolution adopted, as the Dickstein resolution already approved, has authority which is based on the Dickstein resolution.

According to one version, it comes up for consideration, it is expected that Representative Dickstein will have to add the name of a high-ranking official to the list of activities of the house membership.

Already house members are looking into Dr. Wirt's record to find out what his affiliations are. Representative George French of Michigan charged in the house that Dr. Wirt is linked with the Nazi and said that "If Dr. Wirt is not an agent of Hitlerism in America, he at least has a disinterested interest in the activities of the house membership."

Many Roll Call
According to Dr. Wirt's record, it looks as if he is being used by a group of the house to expose the activities of the house.

Wirt and Wall Street
Representative Raymond Pool of Illinois, one of the leaders among house members, believes Dr. Wirt's record is the result of a conspiracy to bring down the representative. He demanded that Wirt be "rolled call" on the floor. The roll call will be taken on the floor, but the resolution is not expected to pass. The roll call will be taken on the floor, but the resolution is not expected to pass.

Mr. Einstein Receives Scroll of Honor
Presentation Will Be Made at 5:30
—Many Pay Tribute

A scroll of honor, signed by more than a hundred leading Jews, is expected to be presented to Professor Albert Einstein at a concert to be given at the Auditorium. The scroll will be presented by C. pomt De Lamar, the owner of the auditorium, and will be signed by the leading Jews of the city. The scroll will be presented by C. pomt De Lamar, the owner of the auditorium, and will be signed by the leading Jews of the city.

Einstein's work has been widely praised, and his appointment to the position of professor of physics at the University of California has been widely criticized. He was asked to present his work at the university, and his appointment has been widely praised.

Einstein is not a Jew, but his work has been widely praised, and his appointment to the position of professor of physics at the University of California has been widely criticized. He was asked to present his work at the university, and his appointment has been widely praised.

Rabbits Bake Their Matzoths
In Attorney Street Basement

BY HARRIET STALCZEK

The ancient tale that "too many cooks spoil the broth" does not apply to the thirty-five rabbits who come annually to 86 Attorney Street to bake their own matzoths.

It is an old European custom that requires the orthodox Jew to bake his own matzoths. The only spot in this country where the rabbi may indulge in this time-honored privilege is in the cellar of a rabbi-owned house. Two other rabbi-owned houses have the same privilege.

Many artists will appear on the programs, including Mary Lewis, Emma Hadley, Josephine and Rosina Levit, Emanuel List, Vera Alton, and others.

SINGS AT CONCERT

Six weeks before Passover preparations begin, the west side of the Eastern seaboard is covered with the sights of a piece of dough and an oven. The oven is a large, circular, iron oven, enclosed in a brick wall, and heated by the heat of the fire. The dough is then placed in a hot oven, and the matzoths are baked.

The difference in matzoths is in the oven. The oven is a large, circular, iron oven, enclosed in a brick wall, and heated by the heat of the fire. The dough is then placed in a hot oven, and the matzoths are baked.

Schumann-Heink Will Not Visit Germany During Tour

Madonna Schumann-Heink, the seventy-three-year-old singer, will not visit Germany during her forthcoming tour abroad, she announced yesterday.

Schumann-Heink, who has just returned from Berli- on on his first visit to the United States, announced that her husband, a Spanish baritone, will not visit Germany during her forthcoming tour, nor will any of the Schumann-Heink family.

The Schumann-Heink family is a musical family, and the possible presence of the Schumann-Heink family in Germany would have been a great disappointment to the Germans.

The possibilities of a trade agreement between the two nations is still open, and it is hoped that the Schumann-Heink family will visit Germany during their tour.
By ABRA HELLER SILVER

Before long, Professor Albert Einstein will have our shores to retake. That is because he has no home, for the Nisei regime has made him an exile. But the success of the man whose home is everywhere he chooses to live.

The people of this country are divided as to how they feel about Einstein. Last week an unusual demonstration was held in New York, presided over by the governor of the state, who has the reputation of being the mayor of the city. It was more than a demonstration. It was an unusual outpouring of affection for one who has become a symbol of all that is good and great in science.

Dr. Albert Einstein was born in 1879 in Ulm, Germany. He was educated at the University of Zurich and later at the University of Berlin. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Zurich in 1905. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921.

In 1933, Albert Einstein fled Nazi Germany and moved to the United States. He became a citizen of the United States in 1940. Einstein was a key figure in the development of modern physics, particularly in the development of the theory of relativity.

In 1939, he wrote to President Franklin D. Roosevelt urging the United States to begin work on the atomic bomb. His letter was instrumental in the development of the Manhattan Project, which led to the creation of the atomic bomb.

Einstein was a pacifist and opposed war. He was a strong supporter of peace and international cooperation. He was also a vocal critic of the atomic bomb and its use in World War II.

In 1955, Einstein died of a heart attack in Princeton, New Jersey. He is remembered as one of the greatest scientists of all time and as a symbol of the power of human reason.
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It was an overwhelming outpouring of affection for one whose home is everywhere he chooses to live.

The people of the country are divided as to how they feel about Einstein. Last week an unusual demonstration was held in New York, presided over by the governor of the state, who has the reputation of being the mayor of the city. It was more than a demonstration. It was an unusual outpouring of affection for one who has become a symbol of all that is good and great in science.

Dr. Albert Einstein was born in 1879 in Ulm, Germany. He was educated at the University of Zurich and later at the University of Berlin. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Zurich in 1905. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921.

In 1933, Albert Einstein fled Nazi Germany and moved to the United States. He became a citizen of the United States in 1940. Einstein was a key figure in the development of modern physics, particularly in the development of the theory of relativity.

In 1939, he wrote to President Franklin D. Roosevelt urging the United States to begin work on the atomic bomb. His letter was instrumental in the development of the Manhattan Project, which led to the creation of the atomic bomb.

Einstein was a pacifist and opposed war. He was a strong supporter of peace and international cooperation. He was also a vocal critic of the atomic bomb and its use in World War II.

In 1955, Einstein died of a heart attack in Princeton, New Jersey. He is remembered as one of the greatest scientists of all time and as a symbol of the power of human reason.
ART AND ARTISTS
By M. SOYER

Mark Devit, at his most bereft, at
most desolate, is a sculptor. His
three large compositions, made for
the 91st Street Gallery, is a perma-
nent, introspective, an inhabitant of
a world all his own. His ideal Mon-
sters, populated by semi-obi-
ed female and female figures and
grateful animals, are poetic.
There is good painting light and
air in his work, but occasionally the
hues of the water is a bit too
blue and the pink of the distant
mountains a bit too pink.
Only in one instance, in his self-
porthrait, is the quiet contempla-
tive quality of painter valid as his ex-
hibition almost utterly broken, no differ-
ent is it in spirit and approach from
the rest of his work. It is

ARTISTS OF REVOLT

Looking at the drawings and
watercolors of Anton Refregier and
William Siegel, an exhibition at the
New School of Social Research,
there can be no doubt as to what
side of the fence - they belong.
They are among the Social
Revolt-direct and uncompromis-
ing.
Although of the two, Siegel
seems to be the more politically
nocturnal - of experienced cartoon-
ists, it is Refregier who often struc-
tures the deeper, the more his-

nitude, note.
His "Vifth Year of Crisis," two
gupt working women weighed
down by heavy burdens dragging
along a lovely ready, is stark and
monumental and makes one think
not a little of Daumier. Siegel's
"River Roundabout" is well com-
pounded, full of drama and move-

BELGIAN BARON

Visiting Palestine

(J.T.A. Special Correspondence)
JERUSALEM, March 23 - Baron
van der Burch, who for twenty
years was public prosecutor in the
Cairo Mixed Courts and now lives
in his native city of Brussels, where
he is vice-president of the Gov-
ernment radio board and member of
the International radio board, is
visiting Palestine with his wife.
He is to write articles on the
country, and is interested in the
people, and in Arab and in Jewish-
rela-

THE HUMAN TOUCH
By Harry Sperleter

Otoho Kahan - Remembered

This week the visitors to the
local barber shop couldn't wait
that hour, some time in 1928, I believe, when I interviewed
the barber of the shop
at the time, and
he said, "I'm
preparing for an
article I'm going
to write about
him for the
next
week.
I
I

Y

This interview
of course, took
place in the
roar of the
Kahn, Losh offices
at 25 william street.
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Perfect Week for Critics
This past week was perfect for the critics and patrons of the Hol-lywood Theater, for it was the scene of the first critical reviews of the season. The Anti-Off Broadway play, "The Man," was hailed as an outstanding success. The drama, written by B. H. Lichtenstein, received raves from all quarters. The cast, directed by Alvin Ailey, was praised for their excellent acting.

Looking Backward
Being nothing brand new to find fault with, the spirit of the Holidays is perhaps the best thing that has happened. Next week, we focus on the New York stage and the coming musical comedies. We must always be on the lookout for the new and exciting.

Academic Chorus to Perform Tomorrow
The Academic Chorus of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, will give its first concert in the Minnie Unitarian Open-Air Theater tomorrow to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the opening of the University. The Chorus, under the direction of Karl Solomon, former head of the Berlin Theater, will present Handel's "Semele," "Judas Maccabaeus," and "The Battle of the Hundred" by household names.

Extra Performances
Because of the tremendous demand for tickets for "The House of Rothschild," there are three extra showings of the Orpheum picture over the weekend. Instead of the regular matinees and evening performances on Saturday, the three extra showings will be at 2:15 and 7:15. The show will be at 4:15 at the New School for Social Research, 66th and 12th street.

Academic Chorus to Perform Tomorrow
The Academic Chorus of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, will give its first concert in the Minnie Unitarian Open-Air Theater tomorrow to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the opening of the University. The Chorus, under the direction of Karl Solomon, former head of the Berlin Theater, will present Handel's "Semele," "Judas Maccabaeus," and "The Battle of the Hundred." The concert will be at 4:15.

Radio City Music Hall
Radio City Music Hall, which was the site of the famous "Radio City" series, will stage its first concert on April 31. The concert will feature the symphony orchestra of the New York Philharmonic, conducted by Leonard Bernstein. The program will include works by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.

Hippodrome Opera Re-Opening
Hippodrome Opera Re-Opening
TOMORROW, SUNDAY, APRIL 1st, at 8 P.M.
CARMEN with BRUNA CASTAGNA
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA—BALLET OF 24
LARGE CHORUS

FRANK BUCK'S WILD CARGO
An Inca Radio Picture
The Brig "Becky Allin" Man Frank Buck in Person also A Music Hall EASTERN STAGE REVIEW
G.17th Avenue may be reserved in advance. Prices: C. $2.50-

The Roaring Jungle!
Here's the most exciting novel of the season! A thrilling adventure story of the jungle, with action packed scenes of the wild animals of the rain forest. The story is written by one of the most famous novelists of our time, Frank Buck, who has, for many years, been known as the "King of the Jungle." The Roaring Jungle! is a must for all animal lovers.

MEN IN WHITE
By Sidney Kingsley
With J. EDWARD MAGRUDER AND ALBERT ADLER
Produced by the Group Theatre, in association with Selznick and Warner Bros.
BROADBROUGHT Thayer, Forty-Fourth Street, West of Broadway. New York City. Admission: 50¢, 75¢, 1.50. Matinees, 50¢, 75¢, 1.00.

Aunt Helen, the wife of Paul Whiteman and his band, is dead. The funeral is at the home of the Whiteman family. The service will be held at the Hollywood Theatre, 44th Street. The funeral will be conducted by Rabbi Solomon, former head of the Berlin Theater, who will present Handel's "Semele," "Judas Maccabaeus," and "The Battle of the Hundred." The funeral will be at 4:15.
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Among the Literati

Edward Weeks of the Institute of Arts and Sciences of Columbia University has been digging in the grave of book publishing. After getting in good and deep he has come up for fresh air and announced a list of best sellers from 1776 to 1936. The latter date was decided upon because since then no one title has sold in excess of 500,000 copies.

When his findings were made public many authors suffered from severe pains in the abdominal region.

What Americans Read

Sixty-five fiction titles were listed by Mr. Weeks. The leader was "Pride and Prejudice" by Charles Dickens. Shelton's novel which told what Mr. Weeks would, he felt if everyone lived according to the exact teachings of Christ. This book, which was published in 1813, has sold 6,000,000 copies. The list is brought up in a close second with "The Bhudda" by H. G. Wells, a work which has sold (unofficially) 50,000,000 copies. "The Bhudda" is followed by "The Bible" which has sold 16,000,000 copies.

In the opinion of this critic only 12 of these 65 titles are worth reading today, this number nothing more than the most repressed kind of drivel, pieces of "junk," as they are called in the trade, such as "The Bible of Jules Verne," "Wuthering Heights of Barbara Worth," "The Man of the Hour," "The Man of the Hour," etc. Certainly such a reading list is an indictment against the reading intelligence of the country. But this type of fiction does not sell as well only because its place has been taken by the conclusion of the novel, the shock and moving picture.

Of these best sellers the only once which has any sale at present are Mark Twain's works.

Gossip

Vera Caspary, who was about to be married to Mr. Hull Hall, has given up the idea for the present. She accepted a Hollywood contract, however, and has no ambitions to be a Nymph. Vera is Vera. Miss Caspary from nine months in Hollywood. Her story is limited to a few minutes to see the folks and play a piano.

Grown-Ups—Play Piano!

NAT D. KANE

serves somewhat, considerable, personal attention to each student. PLAY THE PIANO. Orchestral music—easy, quick way. No home exercises. Established 15 years.

STUDIO OF MRS. D. KANE

605-607

KRAKOWER

America's Official School Piano

KRAKOWERS

Since 1869

GRANDS

from $595

Large selection of new and slightly used Grands—All Makers—Continental and German

PIANOS BENTED—Metered—Altered Applied to Ultimate Price

Two Retail Locations

180 West 73rd Street

New York, N. Y.

260 West 18th Street

Chicago, Illinois

6152

Books

The Story of a German Rebel

ERNST TOLLER'S

autobiography, "I Was a German," is one of the most interesting books of the new year. Toller, who is the son of a Prussian soldier, describes his experiences as an officer in the First World War, as a political prisoner in Germany, and as a member of the Communist party in Russia. The book is a powerful piece of writing, and it is a moving story. Toller has a deep sense of justice, and he is not afraid to speak out against the injustices of the world. His book is a must for all those who are interested in politics and history.

Dr. Manning Talks On Sports Before B'nai B'rith Lodge

Dr. G. Randolph Manning, member of the American Olympic Association, will speak tonight at the monthly forum hour meeting of the B'nai B'rith Lodge No. 28, B'nai B'rith, which will be held at Watauga Hall, 333 East 144th street. Dr. Manning will discuss "Sports As a Peaceful Medium in International Amity," illustrating his talk with pictures of the Olympic Games of 1932. Dr. Hassebrook Adams Cohen will act as chairman.

"Distinction" CAMF WINADY FOR BOYS PITTSFIELD, MASS.

"In the Heart of the Berkshires"

Brookside 1584 E. Main St. Brookline, Mass.

DISTANT HOMES Strictly Observed

Dietary Laws Strictly Observed

Directions: M.R. & Mrs. Abraham Wiener 200 Central Park West, New York Telephone Academy 7-1531

Camp Allegra for Girls

LAKE CHEAMPLAID

MILTON, VERMONT

Kaukauna [In High Standards, Water and Land Sports, God, Friendship]

Dietary Laws Strictly Observed

Directions: MRS. REBECCA K LUBSKER 200 E. 36th Street, New York, N. Y.

FOR GIRLS

American Gymnastics with Jewish Ideals

CAMP MODIN FOR GIRLS

Lake George, CANANDAIGUA

CAMP MODIN, A New Jewish Camp for Girls, Will Be Held July 12-29, 1936.

Known for High Standards in Physical and Emotional Activities, Diverse, Vital Program of Spiritual and Religious Emphasis.

Write for Bulletins of Reference:

Katherine L. Morrison

230 John Kennedy High School

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

FOR GIRLS

Phone: Pennsylvania 0-7084

MRS. BERTIE SHAPIRO

2700 E. VINE ST., ATROPAN, CALIFORNIA

Announcement

"Ami Sarah" who directed Camp Allegra at Allegra for Girls, has been selected to direct the girls for three years, has decided to resign her position.

Allegra at Berkshires

at Pittsfield, Mass.

B. SARAH & MABY

Brookside 1584 E. Main St., Brookline, Mass.

DISTANT HOMES Strictly Observed

Dietary Laws Strictly Observed

Directions: M.R. & Mrs. Abraham Wiener 200 Central Park West, New York Telephone Academy 7-1531
ANNOUNCEMENT
THE JEWISH DAILY BULLETIN
Announces
AS A REGULAR FEATURE
THE FOOD GUIDE
WHICH WILL APPEAR MONTHLY

The Food Guide in its present form represents the beginning of this important feature which is published to be representative and national in scope.

L. DAITCH & CO.
GRADE'A
Eggs
F. Offer in Our Stores
SOUR CREAM
FARMER CHEESE
HOME MADE POT CHEESE
CREAMED COTTAGE CHEESE
Approved by
Union of Orthodoxy
•Chicago, IL, N.Y.
For List of DAITCH Stores
See Opposite
Under Retail Dairy & Grocery Stores

CONTINUED FROM COLUMN ONE

DEPARTMENT STORE
RETAIL DAIRY & GROCERY STORES
"Selling Kosher Food Products"

"When you are looking for a top quality Kosher Product, ask for the products manufactured under Rabbinical supervision. The word "Kosher" means it is only the top product for your table."

DAITCH KOSHER DAIRY STORES
125 West 145th St.
We Carry a Full Line of Dairy Products

The DAITCH STORES
are located at
250 E. 152nd St.
1051 Henry St.
1028 Bank St.
1346 E. 135th St.
561 E. 125th St.
653 E. 125th St.
3401 Vandalia Ave.
6007 Vandalia Ave.
103 W. Kingsbridge Rd.
1143 E. 179th St.
1199 E. 178th St.
518 W. 162nd St.
2431 W. 138th St.

Continued from page

MANUFACTURERS

H. STERNBERG & CO., 425 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTORS

RABBIT

JOBBERS

S. H. BLUMER

RETAILERS

RABBIT

OFFERING KOSHER FOOD PRODUCTS

KOSHER FOOD PRODUCTS

THERESELF

AVAIL YOURSELF OF THE JEWISH DAILY BULLETIN

Pure Food Section

Appearing Weekly

AND THE FOOD GUIDE

Once a Month

Manufacturers

Distributors

Jobbers

Retailers

Offering Kosher Food Products

Avail Yourself of the Jewish Daily Bulletin

Pure Food Section

Appearing Weekly and the Food Guide Once a Month

Brand

Endorsement

The Food Guide Department accepts for inclusion listings of only such products and establishments as have furnished satisfactory proof regarding their statement of standard and quality. It will publish in each individual case the name of the authority granting Kosher. The organizations whose endorsements are frequent, are abbreviated as follows:

AGUDATH (Agudath Ha-Rabbonim) UNION (Union of Orthodoxy Jewish

BREDS (Bread Kneaders of America) RAB (Rabbinical Laboratory)

YAH (Union Rabbi Ha-Rabbinim)

TheAdvertised above the brand or name of concern indicate that the products mentioned are sold through kosher, division, chain stores and groceries.

The McGillicuddy farm is now open for the season. The McGillicuddy farm is now open for the season.
THE WEEK IN REVIEW

Germany

Hitler’s Delta Pact appears to be the key to the Nazi-Bulgarian conflict. The German leader, who has so far been more interested in the economic aspect of the conflict, has now turned his attention to the military aspect and plans to send a large force into Bulgaria. The Bulgarians, who have been fighting to maintain their independence, are expected to resist the German invasion.

The Rest of Europe

The European situation is still uncertain. The Soviet Union, under Joseph Stalin, has been increasing its military strength and is expected to play a major role in the coming conflict.

PERSONAL NOTICES

M. E. PHELPS

Advertising space is limited. Rates increase $1.00 for each extra number of words. Each additional line 15c. Count words as one. No advertising will be inserted unless accompanied by payment. Replies will be mailed to you as received.

Closing time for Week-End Edition is Thursday 5 P.M.

JEWISH DAILY BULLETIN

WEAN AND MEN

We want well-represented people to solicit subscriptions for the Jewish Daily Bulletin in New York. Our liberal commission arrangement makes it possible to earn real money. See L. J. Weiner, 27 North 6th, Newark, N. J., mornings, 8-12.

BROOKLYN BOARDING HOUSES

English-American Jews only. Inquiries solicited. Apply to Mrs. S. H. Kugler, 221 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, L. I., N. Y.

BETHEL BOARDING HOUSE

Single and double rooms. Jewish boys only. Inquiries to Mrs. Blumenfeld, 330 E. 172nd Street, N. Y. VIII.

FOR RENT

Not a noisy house, but a quiet and refined neighborhood. Convenient to all transportation. Mrs. J. S. Olmstead, 1867 W. 63rd St., New York, N. Y., or Mrs. R. W. Olmstead, 360 W. 63rd St., New York, N. Y.

JEWISH DAILY BULLETIN

ANNOUNCES THE APPOINTMENT OF

L. J. WEINER

27 NORTH 6TH STREET

NEWARK, N. J.

Special New Jersey Representative

Humboldt 2-4422
Hitler's Test
Of Power Near

(Continued from Page 1)

ii, but in a demonstration of power, not of persecution, in forcing German Jews and other state economic observers in Washington who have recently had the opportunity of discussing the problems with German journalists and that they are going on in Germany are of the opinion that Hitler's test of power yet to be put down to the country.

Hitler Finds Opposition

In the first place, they say, Hill, the English government is shrinking with the power of pressure, and that is where the situation of German soldiers and civilians are serious, and the United States, according to a statement to the Jewish Daily News, is in the hands of Dr. A. Ashworth, executive secretary.

The committee, which will be definitely formed within the next few weeks, will seek to "expose among some of the present régime of "the powers of the government in power, in order to influence the governing party toward the situation of German refugees," Dr. Ashworth has said.

A fund of $500,000 will be raised among the non-Jews, to be used in getting along with the Hist. Riegen.

Wigwage Reserves

(Continued from Page One)

A fund will be provided, which will be paid to mark state of mind is to grant the motion of Mr. Findlaker, he declared, "I do not reserve the power to declare it in the future, but what is more important, is a scheme to come up to the situation.

Prior to his coming to Leavenworth, he said, a large part of the weapon valuations were sold at the federal prison in Leavenworth.

The anti-Jewish boycott was threatened two weeks ago by the U.S. government, a report said, and on Thursday, the boycott was to have been begun by the survey made by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency.

German officials said that the boycott was a failure, and that the German government was trying to get the boycott prepared for Pennover purposes.

The boycott was a failure, and the German government was trying to get the boycott prepared in accordance with the Jewish requirements from the boycott.

To eliminate the entire practice was completely unavoidable. Whether to stop with Rabbi Mandel, I said, that it was not necessary, but I would have received wholesale cancellation from him, had they been able to.

Pete (f. Postal Correspondent)

Prison Paper

Endek Paper Reports

Assacks Against Jews in Westmon Galicia

(Continued from Page One)
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Jewish Teachers' Union; and the Jewish Teachers' Association.

Hebrew Teachers

Seek Organization;

To Hold Meeting

A call for a general mass meeting of Hebrew teachers, to be held Tuesday evening at the Central Hebrew Teachers' Union, 25th street, was issued by the Central Hebrew Teachers' Union.

The meeting will be the first step in the organizing of the Hebrew teachers, and the Hebrew and English teachers.

The union claims that the situation requires immediate attention and that the existence of the Hebrew Schools is in jeopardy.

The meeting will be held in cooperation with the Jewish Teachers' Union; and the Jewish Teachers' Association.

Palestine Increases

Money in Circulation

(U.P.A. Special Correspondent)

JERUSALEM, March 15.—The sum of $5,379,000 in Palestine sur-
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The Jewish Teachers' Union; and the Jewish Teachers' Association.

Christian Group For Nazi Refugees

Is Being Formed

(Continued from Page One)

Dr. S. Parkes Carmichael to Be Temporary Head of Organization

The American Christian Commis-
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